
Advance Ruling Mechanism under 
GST Laws: A Stitch in Time, Saves Nine



Owing to historical and structural reasons, resolution of tax disputes in India (amongst others) take an 
inordinately long time. A tax dispute till the Supreme Court level, cumulatively takes more than 10 years to get 
settled. This is more because tax administration is one of the most prolific litigants in India. 

After India opened its economy in 1991, it established Advance Ruling Mechanism (‘the mechanism’) on the 
recommendations of Direct Taxes Enquiry Committee under Chairmanship of Dr. K. N. Wanchoo in 1993. The 
mechanism was primarily an alternative dispute resolution mechanism through which a taxpayer could plan 
its business sufficiently in advance and curtail unwarranted disputes. In reality, the mechanism is marred by 
unwarranted delays and non-judicious approach. 

Recently, in the case of National Co-Operative Development Corporation v. CIT, 2020-VIL-32-SC, the 
Supreme Court dealt with an issue which was first raised against taxpayer in 1976-77 and had been a 
recurring issue thereafter. While the Court decided the issue in favour of taxpayer, it expressed dire need of a 
vibrant mechanism so that the Courts are not flooded with such superfluous disputes. The judgment highlights 
the failure of mechanism in India and its aftermath in form of explosion of compulsive litigation between 
Government and Taxpayers. In the words of Apex Court, ‘the Indian Legal System is reeling under a docket 
explosion and the Government and Authorities are active contributories to the deluge’. 

This article is an attempt to advocate need for mature tax regime as highlighted by the Supreme Court and a 
proper mechanism to concurrently achieve tax compliance and eliminate tax litigation.

International experience
Across the globe, the mechanism is treated as one of strong indicators of ease of doing business and robust 
tax regime. The OECD lists advance rulings as indicator to assess trade facilitation policies of a country. In line 
with intended objective, different countries devised unique mechanisms viz. public ruling, private ruling, status 
ruling, revenue’s entitlement to file ruling etc. Countries like Australia, Sweden and New Zealand have public 
advance ruling system which are binding on revenue authorities in all cases. New Zealand innovated ‘status 
rulings’ wherein a taxpayer can seek ruling on impact of change in facts on existing position. In toto, Certainty 
and Transparency have been hallmarks of an effective mechanism. 

The mechanism “on paper”
The mechanism under GST law was an improvement from existing mechanisms under pre-GST and Customs 
laws. From broadening list of issues on which ruling can be issued to coverage of existing transactions, the 
future looked promising. Further, the CBIC E-Flyer on ‘Advance ruling mechanism in GST’ was loud and 
clear of Government’s noble intent. 

With GST being a federal tax, the Authority rendering ruling is State-wise quasi-judicial authority which 
functions through revenue officers, one each from Central and State Government. Unlike erstwhile laws, the 
mechanism saw a tectonic shift by creation of Appellate Authority for Advance Ruling to deal with appeals 
against such rulings. Additionally, there is National Appellate Authority for Advance Ruling to deal with 
conflicting decisions in two or more States for same taxpayer. Further, entire process has to be undertaken in 
a time bound manner. By look and feel, the mechanism passed all tests to create robust and vibrant system 
on paper.

The mechanism “on ground”
Unlike theory, the mechanism is inherently blemished by all elements required to call it a failure. The reality is 
far distant from purpose and intent behind creation of the mechanism. The reasons behind it are three-fold viz. 
excess time involvement, poor application of law and improper constitution of Authority. 



Regarding time involvement, statutory time limit is invariably bypassed in most cases resulting into higher 
time for issuance of rulings. Legally speaking, even the higher Courts have held such timelines as directory in 
nature without any implication of its non-abidance. This has led to the Authority issuing rulings at their sweet 
will. 

Coming to application of law, clutch of recent rulings raises doubts on presence of even basic competence 
with the Authority. The rulings are threatening to change basic character of business transactions and in effect, 
inflate tax cost for industry. Taxpayers unanimously found rulings not just incorrect but also onerous to comply. 
The federal structure and independence of State-wise Authority inherently creates possibility of divergent 
rulings on same issue one of which is the ruling rendered on applicability of GST on salary paid to whole-time 
directors in Clay Craft India Private Limited, 2020-VIL-86-AAR. The Authority placed whole-time directors 
and independent directors on the same pedestal and held that whole-time directors were not employees of 
Company and salary paid to them is subject to GST. Another classic example of poor application of law are 
rulings on issues involving place of supply. While some Authorities have rendered rulings on this issue, others 
refused on ground on maintainability. 

Lastly, on constitution of Authority, both the members adjudicating an application are revenue officers. This 
composition itself has inherent defects. Technical members (without Judicial members) are not skilled lot 
to render rulings on complex GST issues. Further, presence of both revenue officers creates revenue bias. 
Resultantly, out of 187 rulings rendered in 2020 till now, more than 70% rulings are in favor of revenue . 
Though the law provides for an appeal mechanism, the Appellate Authorities comprise only of revenue officers 
to decide appeals. Further the National Authority has limited role as it exercises jurisdiction for conflicting 
rulings in case of same taxpayer. As we stand today, the composition of Authority is a subject matter of 
challenge before multiple High Courts. 

Parting thoughts
Today’s “Change is Constant” world resembles a pendulum oscillating every moment. Further, with surge in 
business volumes, there is dire need for sufficient clarity on tax positions in advance both for Government 
and Taxpayers. An incorrect ruling not only shakes confidence of taxpayer but also creates chaos for entire 
industry. If the mechanism continues “as it is” in future, it will become redundant as also derail economy by 
making businesses in India difficult to operate. Consequently, it is high time to weigh the alternatives. To 
conclude, “a stitch in time, saves nine”.

 1Source: Website of GST Council at http://gstcouncil.gov.in/rulings-by-advance authority
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